Suffolk University Law School students and professors watch Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony at the Senate hearing with Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh. Here are their reactions:
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our perry russom watched with students and professors at suffolk law school. he joins us from boston with their reaction. >> reporter: at suffolk university law school, every
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did students and professors at suffolk law school. we spoke with them about their reaction.  
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others don't. eyes glued to the screens at suffolk law school as brett kavanaugh and christine blasey ford testified before the senate judiciary committee. compelling and at moments i
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did students and professors at suffolk law school. we spoke with them about their reaction.  
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were. they were watching the hearing unfold at suffolk law school. some say they fully believe dr. ford's testimony and others aren't sure and they think her allegations against the judge.
and nia hamm has reaction from the law students at suffolk university. we begin cassy. republicans moving forward after a hearing filled with tense emotions.

in the studio, cassy arsenault, law students at suffolk university getting a rare chance really to study history as it happens. many of them, so many of us had our eyes glued to the tv during

arsenault will have more and nia hamm will also have more from suffolk university. steven crosby is accused of prejudging the outcome of an investigation into how wynn resorts handled allegations of

opinion on this hearing. nbc 10 boston nia hamm is live outside of suffolk university where reaction coming in from law students watching this day. reporter: legal minds across the country were really tuned in
opinion on this hearing. nbc 10 boston nia hamm is live outside of suffolk university where reaction coming in from law students watching this day. >> reporter: legal minds across the country were really tuned in

our nia hamm is live at suffolk university... where students are weighing in... good morning nia... legal minds across

andrea ramirez/student, suffolk university law school 45-50 "it's been pretty inspiring. her courage and bravery has definitely struck a

did students and professors at suffolk law school. we spoke with them about their reaction. nia hamm is live at

court for decades to come. for law students at boston suffolk university law school, a real-life legal lesson that cannot be replicated in the classroom. >> i think they do need to have